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1. About NZ.Stat
NZ.Stat is a free web tool that enables you to view and download the information you
want from large datasets.
This user guide will help you use NZ.Stat, including how to:
• find a dataset
• search for and select variables within dimensions (the parameters or categories in
the dataset)
• organise rows and columns in your table
• download the data in Excel or CSV format
• view associated information about the data (metadata).
NZ.Stat is powered by software provided by the OECD.

1.1. Navigation
Figure 1
1

NZ.Stat welcome page

NZ.Stat welcome page
Click here to read the
NZ.Stat user guide.

To search for a dataset, enter
your search terms here.

Click here to show or hide
the left navigation panel,
where datasets are listed.

1.2. Technical information
A timeout may occur with NZ.Stat if you haven’t used the browser for 40 minutes. If this
occurs, refresh your browser. Unfortunately, any work you’ve done to customise your
table view will be lost.
NZ.Stat is best used in full-screen view at 1024x768 pixel screen resolution or higher.
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1.3. For more help
You can get help and advice by:
• emailing info@stats.govt.nz
• phoning 0508 525 525 toll-free in New Zealand or +64 4 931 4600 outside New
Zealand
• faxing +64 4 931 4030.
Our staff are available to answer your questions from 8am to 5pm, Monday to Friday
(excluding public holidays).
We also have videos on our website which demonstrate how to use NZ.Stat. Go to
http://www.stats.govt.nz/tools_and_services/nzdotstat.aspx#videos.
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2. Using NZ.Stat
This section will help you navigate and understand what you can do with the NZ.Stat tool.

2.1. Select a dataset
From the Welcome page, you can select a dataset by:
• using NZ.Stat search located in the top right of the screen
• browsing themes in the Data by theme tab in the left navigation panel
• browsing datasets in the Popular queries tab in the left navigation panel.
We’ve explained how to use each of these features in more detail on pages 7 to 11 of this
user guide.

2.1.1. Find a dataset using the NZ.Stat search function
Enter search terms in the NZ.Stat Search box at the top right of the screen. NZ.Stat will
search through dataset names, dimension names, variable names, and dataset
information for the search terms you entered.
You will get a list of search results, which include a link to the dataset where the search
terms were found, and details of where they appear in the dataset. To open a dataset,
click the link. This will display a view of the dataset based on your keywords, and
highlight the dataset in the left navigation panel. To display the default view of the
dataset, click on the highlighted dataset name in the left navigation panel.
You will not be able to navigate back to the search results and will have to run the search
again if you want to click on another link.
The most relevant links are shown first, based on how often the keywords appear in each
dataset. A keyword in the name of a dataset is considered more relevant than a keyword
found only in one of the variables in the dataset or in the metadata.
Figure 2

2

Search for a dataset

Search for a dataset

Enter your search terms here.
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Figure 3
3

Results from the search ranked in order of relevance

Results from the search ranked in order of relevance
Number of search results found.
Click on this link to
display a table for this
dataset.

Click here to display the
related metadata in the
information panel on the
right of the screen.

This shows which part
of the dataset your
search term was
found in.

2.1.2. Find a dataset by browsing themes
The left navigation panel allows you to:
• browse through the themes using the Choose theme drop-down menu in the Data
by theme tab
• look for a dataset using Find in themes
• view a list of popular datasets in the Popular queries tab.
To browse for a dataset, click on the Data by theme tab then click on the Choose theme
drop-down menu and select a theme from the list. The subthemes and datasets within the
selected theme will be listed in the left navigation panel.
To expand or collapse a theme or subtheme, click on the
name.

or

icons, or the theme

To select a dataset, click on the dataset name. A pre-defined table will be displayed,
showing some of the data in the dataset.
You can customise your table view using drop-down menus above the table. See the
Customise your table section of this guide for more detail about customising tables.
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Figure 4
4

Browse through themes to find a dataset

Browse through themes to find a dataset
Click here to view all
datasets grouped by theme.
Click here to display the Choose
theme drop-down menu.
Click on All themes to list all
datasets grouped by theme.

Click on a theme and subtheme
to view a list of datasets. Click
on the dataset name to display
the table.

2.1.3. Find a dataset in the theme list
At the top of the Data by theme tab, enter your search terms in the Find in themes text
box. Click on the search button
button or press Enter to carry out the search. All
theme and dataset names that contain your search terms will be listed in the left
navigation panel.
This search will look for exact matches for your search terms in the theme and dataset
names. It will not search within the dimensions, variables, or additional information in the
datasets.
Click on Reset to clear the search results and view the full list of datasets.
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Figure 5
5

Find a theme or dataset

Find a theme or dataset

To search within theme and dataset
names, enter your search terms here.

Only themes and datasets containing
your search terms will be listed.
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2.1.4. Find a dataset in the ‘Popular queries list
Click on the Popular queries tab in the left navigation panel to view a list of the most
popular datasets. To select a dataset, click on the dataset name. A pre-defined table will
be displayed, showing some of the data in the dataset.
Figure 6
6

View popular queries

View popular queries

Click on the Popular queries tab
to view a list of popular datasets.

2.2. Customise your table
When you select a dataset, a pre-defined table (the default dataset view) will be
displayed. You can configure the table using the Customise drop-down menu above the
table.
Figure 7

7

Customise drop-down menu options

Customise drop-down menu options
Hover over Customise to
display the drop-down menu.
Select the data to display
in your table.
Change the layout of your table.
Change display options such
as number of decimal places
displayed.
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From the Customise drop-down menu, you can:
• change what variables are displayed in the table by selecting Selection
• change where the dimensions are displayed in the table (eg row or column) by
selecting Layout
• customise table settings (eg the number of decimal places you want to display, and
how to treat empty rows) by selecting Table options.
To go back to the pre-defined table view, click on the dataset name in the left navigation
panel.

2.2.1. Select which variables to display within a dimension
You can choose which variables you want to see data about. Hover over Customise at
the top of the table then hover over Selection. A list of the dimensions in the table will be
listed in another drop-down menu to the right. Click on the dimension you want to
customise. Alternatively, click on the dimension name in the table. This displays a dialog
box showing all the variables in your selected dimension.
Figure 8

8

Customise selection

Customise selection
Hover over Customise then hover
over Selection. Click on the
dimension you want to customise.
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Click on one of the dimensions
to choose variables to display
in your table.

Click on the checkbox to
include the variable in your
table.

This shows the number of
cells that will be displayed in
your table.

Click here to view the table
matching your new selection.

Expand a group node in the dimension (by clicking the icon) or collapse it (by clicking
the icon) to find the variables you want to display in your table.
Click on the variable name to highlight it.
Click on the Expand all button to display all the variables within the one highlighted. Click
on the Collapse all button to hide all the variables within the one highlighted.
To select or unselect a variable, click on the check box to the left of the variable. To
select multiple variables at the same time, use one of the options in the Select items
drop-down menu. Hold your mouse over the Select items button to view the drop-down
menu.
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Click on Select all to expand and select the highlighted variable and all the variables
within it. If the dimension name is highlighted, then all the variables within the dimension
will be selected.
Figure 9

9

Select all option

Select all option

Click on a variable to highlight it
then hover over Select items
and click on Select all.

The highlighted
variable and all those
below it are selected.
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Click on Select level to select the highlighted variable and all other variables at the same
level in the dimension.
Figure 10
10

Select level option

Select level option

Click on a variable to highlight it
then hover over Select items
and click on Select level.

All the variables at
the same level as the
highlighted one are
selected.
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Click on Select level within node to select the highlighted variable and all other
variables at the same level within the same node.
Figure 11
11

Select level within node option

Select level within node option

Click on a variable to highlight it
then hover over Select items
and click on Select level within
node.

All the variables at the same
level and within the same
node as the highlighted one
are selected.

This variable is at the same level
but not in the same node so hasn’t
been selected.
To unselect multiple variables at the same time, use one of the options in the Unselect
items drop-down menu. Hold your mouse over the Unselect items button to view the
drop-down menu.
Unselect all unselects the highlighted variable and all the selected variables within it. If
the dimension name is highlighted then no variables will be selected.
Unselect level unselects the highlighted variable and all selected variables at the same
level.
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Unselect level within node unselects the highlighted variable and all selected variables
at the same level within the same node.
Click on the dimension name(s) at the top of the Customise selection dialog box to
change what is displayed in other dimensions.

2.2.2. Search for a variable
You can use the Find in selection box at the top of the Customise selection dialog box
to find variables matching your search term. All matches will be displayed.
Figure 12

12

Search the variable selector

Search the variable selector

To search within the variable names, enter your
search terms here. Then click on the search
button or press Enter.

Number of search results.

Click on the Select button to select
all the search results.
Click on Unselect to clear your
selection.
Click on the checkbox to
select one variable.

To clear the search results, click on the dimension name at the top of the Customise
selection dialog box. The full list of variables will be displayed.
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2.2.3. Change table layout
You can change the layout of your table by opening the Customise drop-down menu at
the top of the table and selecting Layout. This displays the Customise layout dialog
box.
You can display dimensions (such as age and age group) on the horizontal (row) or the
vertical (column) axis of a table. You can use them as a filter by putting them in the Page
section.
To move a variable from one place to another you can either drag and drop the variable
between the Column, Row, and Page sections or click on the variable (to select it) then
click on the up/down/left/right arrow buttons.
Figure 13

13

Move a dimension to change table layout

Move a dimension to change table layout

Click on a dimension to
select it then use the arrows
or drag and drop to move it
to a different location.

Use these arrows to move
the selected dimension
between Page and Row.

Use these arrows to move the
selected dimension between
Page and Column.

Use these arrows to arrange
dimensions within a Row,
Column, or Page.

Use these arrows to move
the selected dimension
between Row and Column.
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If there is more than one dimension in the page, row, or column, the dimensions will be
nested within each other.
Figure 14

14

Nested dimensions in Customise layout dialog box

Nested dimensions in Customise layout dialog box

Nested
dimensions.

Figure 15
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Nested dimensions in a table

Nested dimensions in a table

This is how the nested
dimensions are displayed
in the table.

When you place a dimension with more than one selected variable into the Page section,
a drop-down list will be displayed at the top of the table. This allows you to filter the data
based on the variables you’ve selected in that dimension. To change the filter applied to
the data, select a variable in the drop-down list. Figure 16 shows how to change your
view using the ‘ANZSIC06’ drop-down list.
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If you’ve only selected one variable for the dimension in the Page section, you won’t see
a drop-down list in the table.
See Select variables in dimensions for instructions on how to select more variables.
Figure 16
16

Change the view using the dimension drop-down list

Change the view using the dimension drop-down list

Place this dimension in the Page section. If you’ve selected multiple
variables within this dimension, a drop-down list will appear in the
resulting table.
(You can also select the variables after you’ve done this step.)

In the table, click on a
variable in the drop-down
list to view its page.
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2.2.4. Customise table options
To change the settings used in the displayed table, open the Customise drop-down
menu at the top of the table and select Table options. This displays the Customise
table options dialog box showing all the display options. For example, you can select the
number of digits displayed after the decimal point, or select the ‘scale’ figures are
displayed in (eg unit value, hundreds, thousands, hundredths, thousandths).
Figure 17

17

Change number of decimal places

Change number of decimal places

Select the number of decimal
places from the drop-down list.

The data displays two
decimal places.
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Figure 18
18

Change the scaling

Change the scaling

Select the scaling to use
from the drop-down list.

The data displays
in hundreds.

The scaling applied is
displayed under the table.
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2.2.5. Display codes instead of descriptions
All variables within each dimension have codes as well as descriptions. The default
setting displays the descriptions for labels.
Figure 19
19

Default setting displaying descriptions

Default setting displaying descriptions

Default setting
displays descriptions.

Default setting
displays descriptions.
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To display the codes instead of descriptions, tick Use codes instead of Use full
descriptions. You can do this for one dimension or all dimensions.
Figure 20
20

Display codes instead of descriptions

Display codes instead of descriptions

Select a dimension in the Use codes column and
unselect it in Use full descriptions.

Labels for Area now
display codes.
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To display the codes and descriptions, tick Use codes as well Use full descriptions.
You can do this for one dimension or all dimensions.
Figure 21

21

Display codes and descriptions

Display codes and descriptions

Select a dimension under Use
codes and keep Use full
descriptions selected.

Labels for Area display codes as
well as descriptions.
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2.2.6. Hide empty rows or columns
If a table of data has rows or columns containing no data, you can hide these rows or
columns. This condenses the table and makes it easier to read.
Figure 22
22

Default setting with empty rows or columns

Default setting with empty rows or columns

Empty rows are displayed.
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To hide empty rows and columns tick the Hide empty rows and/or Hide empty columns
boxes in the Customise table options dialog box.
Figure 23
23

Hide empty rows

Hide empty rows

Select the option to hide
empty rows.

Empty rows are hidden.
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2.2.7. Hide row and column hierarchies
If a dimension in a table contains a hierarchy, the default setting displays all levels of the
hierarchy across multiple columns or rows.
Figure 24

24

Default setting with row hierarchies displayed

Default setting with row hierarchies displayed

Default setting with all levels
of hierarchy displayed.
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To display dimensions in one column or row, select Hide row hierarchies or Hide
column hierarchies boxes in the Customise table options dialog box.
Figure 25

25

Hide row hierarchies

Hide row hierarchies

Select the option to
hide row hierarchies.

The row hierarchies have been
hidden and the levels in this
dimension are no longer displayed
in separate columns.
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2.3. Download your table
2.3.1. Export to Excel
To download your table as an Excel file, open the Export drop-down menu at the top of
the table and select Excel. This displays the Export dialog box.
Click on the check box ‘Include extra columns for flags’ if you also want to download the
status flags. Status flags give you information about a data value. To learn more, see
Status flags and symbols. The status flags will be in separate columns in the Excel file
(on the left of the related data columns).Click on the Export to XLS file button to start
downloading your table.
You can either save the Excel file or open it directly. We recommend you save the file to
your desktop and then open it from there, as your computer settings may not allow the file
to be directly opened.
Note: if you have a dimension in the Page part of your table, only the variable currently
displayed on screen will be downloaded.
Figure 26

26

Select the Excel export option

Select the Excel export option

Select Excel from the
Export drop-down menu.

Figure 27
27

Export to Excel dialog box

Export to Excel dialog box

Click on this check box if
you want to include status
flags (in separate
columns) in your
downloaded Excel file.

Click here to close this
dialog box.

Click here to start
downloading your table in
Excel format.
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2.3.2. Export to a CSV file
To download large tables as a CSV file, open the Export drop-down menu at the top of
the table and select Text file (CSV). This displays the Export dialog box.
Change the labels and separator to use in the CSV file (if necessary), type in your email
address, then click on the Export to text file (CSV) button.
You’ll receive an email telling you how to retrieve the CSV file. The file will not be
included as an attachment to the email, as it could be very large. The email will provide a
link to where to download the file.
The CSV file will be supplied as a zipped file with a .gz extension on the file name. If you
have problems extracting the CSV file using WinZip, change the extension to .zip and try
again.
The data in the CSV file will not have the same layout as the table you are viewing online.
The CSV file has only one column of data.
Figure 28

28

Export to CSV

Export to CSV

Options for dimension label format.

Options for separator.

Click here to close this dialog box.

Type your email address here.
Click here to create the CSV file.
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Figure 29
29

Table in NZ.Stat

Table in NZ.Stat

The data viewed in NZ.Stat.

Figure 30
30

CSV file view

CSV file view

The downloaded data in CSV format.
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Figure 31
31

CSV file viewed in Excel

CSV file viewed in Excel
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2.4. View metadata
The symbol shows that you can view additional information about datasets,
dimensions, and variables. Click on the symbol to display the information in the panel on
the right of the table.
Figure 32

32

View metadata

View metadata

Click here to display metadata for this
dimension in the information panel.
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Figure 33
33

Detailed view of the information panel

Detailed view of the information panel

Click on these buttons
to expand or collapse
the sections in the
information panel.
Click here to print the
information displayed in
this panel.
Click here to hide the
information panel.

Click here to display
the information in a
new window.

2.4.1. Status flags and symbols
Some tables contain status flags and symbols that provide additional information about a
data value. For example the symbol ‘..’ indicates a data value is unavailable, and a status
flag explains why. The definitions for status flags used in a table are listed in a legend
below the table.
Status flags and symbols include:
c

Data is unavailable because it is confidential

e

The value displayed is an estimate

m

Data has been merged for confidentiality reasons

r

Data has been revised

s

Data has been suppressed for confidentiality or quality reasons

..

Data not available
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Figure 34
34

Status flags

Status flags

Status flags are displayed to the
left of the data value.

The legend explains what the status
flags mean.

2.5. Print data and metadata from NZ.Stat
You can print directly from NZ.Stat by using your browser’s print function. Print the
metadata by selecting the print option at the top of the Information panel.
Figure 36
35

To print data and metadata

To print data and metadata

Click here to print the
displayed metadata.

Right-click to print
screen using web
browser print options.
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